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Abstract 

Background: Glioblastoma (GBM) is a malignant brain tumor with high mobility. The 
median survival time of GBM patients is 15 months. Currently, there is no effective 
treatment for improving the prognosis of the GBM due to a lack of prognostic markers.  

Materials and methods: To predict core therapeutic targets for GBM, we analyzed 
four microarray datasets (GSE49810, GSE50161, GSE65624, and GSE90604) selected 
from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database and the other datasets obtained 
from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database. Expression protein array of 227 
GBM samples and 18 normal samples were clustered to summarize GBM tissue 
classification. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were analyzed by comparing 
GBM and normal brain tissues in each profile using the limma package of R software. 
GO function and KEGG pathway enrichment analysis was performed using the DAVID 
database. Overlapping DEGs were ranked based on protein expression ratios from the 
comparison between cancer and normal samples using robustRankaggreg package of R 
software and scored from high to low. Protein-protein interaction (PPI) network was 
visualized using CytoHubba and Cluego plugins in Cytoscape software. Core hub genes 
were analyzed by MCC, MNC, DMNC, and EPC methods. Besides, the GEPIA tool 
was used to create the survival curves and boxplots to evaluate the prognostic effect of 
hub genes for improving the diagnostic outcomes and treatment of GBM.  

Results: A total of 2064 DEGs were analyzed (1400 downregulated DEGs and 1664 
upregulated DEGs) in the GEO database. 3292 DEGs were found (1485 upregulated 
DEGs and 1807 downregulated DEGs) in TCGA. We selected 221 significant DEGs 
from four microarrays. Combining the GEO results with the results of TCGA, we found 
only 181 common DEGs by using Venn analysis. Further, expression levels of KIF20A 
selected from 10 hub genes closely associated with the survival rate.  

Conclusion: Up-regulation of KIF20A has a pivotal role in controlling the prognosis 
of GBM in 2 years follow-up period; KIF20A should be considered as a potential 
therapeutic target for GBM. 
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Introduction 

Glioblastoma (GBM) is one of the brain cancer types in children, characterized by 
aggressive development. Even though it is uncommon, the morbidity of GBM in 
children is extremely high with a median survival time of only 15 months. At present, 
cerebral surgery, radiation, chemotherapy, and treatment with temozolomide are the 
common therapeutic options for GBM patients. However, there is a lack of effective 
therapies and good prognostic factors of GBM, especially in children [1]. GBM 
generally occurs in the supratentorial region (frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital 
lobes) of the brain, and rarely originates in the cerebellum [2]. Currently, GBM 
accounts for 10-15% of the childhood brain tumors and originates from the glial cells 
in the central nervous system [3]. A recent study demonstrated that the underlying 
etiology of GBM is mainly associated with a complex microenvironment, which is 
regarded as a milieu that provides the condition of tumor cell transcriptomic 
adaptability and triggers disease development [4]. Besides, an imbalance of symmetric 
and asymmetric divisions in neural progenitor cells (NPCs) may play a critical role in 
brain tumor progression. Geng et al. reported that the increased levels of kinesin-like 
family protein 20A (KIF20A) and its relevant signaling pathways participate in the 
process of NPC division and decides the fate of brain cells [5]. Interestingly, it has 
already affirmed that the KIF20A gene is involved in the process of protecting cells’ 
microenvironment [6]. However, the pathological mechanism of GBM remains unclear; 
therefore, efficient targeted-therapies for GBM are lacking. Researchers are collecting 
GBM cases and screening core genes to find a targeted-therapy for GBM.  

 

The Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) 
database have large arrays of expression proteins for GBM samples. We revealed a 
series of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) via comparison of GBM and healthy 
brain tissues separately from two databases. Besides, overlapping DEGs were selected 
together from GEO and TCGA. We carried out Gene Ontology (GO) functional 
annotation analysis, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway 
enrichment analysis, and constructed protein-protein interaction (PPI) network [7] to 
find the hub genes of GBM. We also evaluated the survival rate and created boxplots 
of gene expression levels by using the Gene Expression Profiling Interactive Analysis 
(GEPIA) [8].  

 

Materials and methods 

Data source 

In this study, the gene expression profiles were selected from GEO 
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) and TCGA (https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/) 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/


databases. Through precise searching of the profiles that met the criteria of GBM, we 
retrieved 71 cases (58 tumors and 13 normal tissues) from 1024 series of studies; four 
gene expression profiles (GSE49810, GSE50161, GSE65624, and GSE90604) were 
included. The criteria were as follows: GSE49810 is based on GPL15648 platform 
[(HuGene-1_0-st) Affymetrix Human Gene 1.0 ST Array 
(HuGene10stv1_Hs_ENTREZG version 13.0.0)]; GSE50161 is based on the GPL4133 
platform [(HG-U133_Plus_2) Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array]. 
GSE65624 is based on GPL81 platform [(MG_U74Av2) Affymetrix Murine Genome 
U74A Version 2 Array]; GSE90604 is based on GPL17692 platform [(HuGene-2_1-st) 
Affymetrix Human Gene 2.1 ST Array]. Besides, 174 samples were filtered via manual 
collection from the TCGA database according to the screening requirements, including 
project (TCGA-GBM), category of data (transcriptome profiling), type of data (gene 
expression quantification), and type of workflow (HTSeq-counts). 169 GBM and 5 
normal samples were included.  

DEGs data screening 

R statistical software (https://www.r-project.org/; version 4.0.0) was used to calculate 
the DEGs via comparison of the tissues of GBM and normal groups along with 
Bioconductor/ limma package (code: install.packages.Bioconductor; 
install.packages.limma) [9]. The threshold of adjusted P-value (Padj) and log2-fold 
change (|logFC|) were decided. Only those genes that met the criteria of Padj < 0.05 
and |logFC| ≥2.0 were recorded as DEGs. Statistical analysis was carried out for each 
profile and the profiles were corrected and normalized for further calculation. In GEO, 
the ranking of the most significant protein expression was identified using 
RobustRankAggreg packages from R software (Padj = 0.05 and logFC = 1). Combining 
the results of DEGs from TCGA, we used the Venn website 
(http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/Venn/) to find the intersecting DEGs 
between GEO and TCGA databases.  

GO Function and KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of DEGs  

GO analysis is a typical method for functional enrichment analysis. GO functions 
contain three categories including biological processes (BP), molecular functions (MF), 
and cellular components (CC) [10]. KEGG is a collection of manually drawn pathway 
maps that include knowledge of molecular interaction, reaction and relation networks 
for metabolism, genetic information processing, environmental information processing, 
cellular processes, organismal systems, human diseases, and drug development. We 
performed annotations, visualization, and integrated the discovery database (DAVID) 
tools (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/) to analyze GO and KEGG pathways [11]. In addition, 
P < 0.01 and gene count > 5 were considered as statistically significant.  

PPI network construction and core gene identification  

https://david.ncifcrf.gov/


Cytoscape software (http://www.cytoscape.org/; version 3.8.0) was used to visualize 
PPI pairs, which were assessed using the Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting 
Genes (STRING) database (http://string-db.org/). The value of medium confidence in 
the PPI network was 0.4. Consequently, MCC, MNC, DMNC, and EPC methods were 
performed to evaluate the comprehensive score of node genes and assess the top 10 
genes identified as hub genes. CotyHubba application was utilized to analyze the 
network of hub genes. Moreover, ClueGO, a plugin in Cytoscape [12-13], was used to 
depict the underlying pathway of overlapped DEGs from the two databases, and to draw 
the network of DEGs relative to upstream and downstream genes. 

Survival curves  

The GEIPA (http://gepia.cancer-pku.cn/) is a website to calculate cancer gene 
expression levels and to perform survival curve analysis [14]. The expression of DEGs 
in cancer and normal cells was compared for the discovery of specific genes. Then, 
GEIPA is used to perform a disease-free survival analysis. Besides, GEIPA provides 
survival plots in terms of pathological stages based on TCGA clinical annotation. 
Survival plots can also include Cox proportional hazard ratio (HR) and the 95% 
confidence intervals (CIs). All data should be corrected and adjusted. Probe IDs from 
each GSE database are presented in TableS1.   

Receiver operating characteristic curves 

ROC (Receiver operating characteristic) curve analysis can demonstrate whether a 
marker can distinguish between normal and cancer. Thus, a standard ROC curve 
approach can be used to determine the capability of the markers [15]. The area under 
the ROC Curve (AUC) provides an aggregate measure of performance across all 
possible classification thresholds. It aims to assess the probability that the model ranks 
a random tumor sample higher than a random normal sample. 

 

Results 

Identification of DEGs 

Four gene expression profiles (GSE49810, GSE50161, GSE65624, and GSE90604) 
and TCGA databases were selected in this study. From TCGA, 3292 DEGs (1485 
upregulated DEGs and 1807 downregulated DEGs) were identified from a comparison 
of 169 GBM and 5 normal samples. Among the outcomes of GEO, the GSE49810 
dataset was found to contain 5 GBM samples and 1 normal tissue sample. 1340 DEGs 
were expressed in GSE50161 that contains 34 GBM and 2 normal specimens; 
GSE65626 contains 3 GBM and 3 adjacent normal specimens. GSE90604 contains 16 
GBM and 7 normal samples (Table 1). Hierarchical clustering of the DEGs separated 
the case and the control samples with an accuracy rate of higher than 95% for 

http://www.cytoscape.org/
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GSE49810 (Fig. 1A), GSE50161 (Fig. 1B), GSE65624 (Fig. 1C), GSE90604 (Fig. 1D), 
and TCGA profiles (Fig. 1E). Meanwhile, based on the criteria – P < 0.05 and |logFC| > 
2– a total of 277 DEGs (71 upregulated genes and 206 downregulated genes) were 
identified from GSE49810. In GSE50161, 1,340 DEGs were identified, including 500 
up-regulated genes and 840 downregulated genes. From GSE65626, 100 DEGs were 
screened (30 upregulated genes and 70 downregulated genes). In GSE90604, 347 DEGs 
met the criteria, including 63 upregulated genes and 284 downregulated genes (Fig. 2A). 
All DEGs were identified after the comparison of GBM samples and normal brain 
samples. RobustRankAggreg package of R software was used to rank the overlapping 
genes in four DEG profiles from GEO databases. The results showed that 211 DEGs 
were commonly expressed in four GSE chips and the results were statistically 
significant (Fig. 2B). Subsequently, 181 overlapping genes were identified from GEO 
and TCGA databases via Venn analysis (Fig. 2C). This group contained 103 up-
regulated and 78 down-regulated DEGs. The heatmap of all the four GSE profiles and 
the top 35 genes of 3299 DEGs from TCGA is presented in Fig. 2D. 

GO function and KEGG pathway analysis of DEGs 

GO function and KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of DEGs were performed using 
DAVID (Table 2). The enriched GO terms were divided into CC, BP, and MF ontologies. 
The results of GO analysis indicated that 181 overlapping DEGs were mainly enriched 
in BPs including cell adhesion (GO: 0007155, P-value: 0.0072), and gamma-
aminobutyric acid signaling pathway (GO: 0007214, P-value: 0.0015). MF analysis 
showed that the DEGs were significantly enriched in GABA-A receptor activity (GO: 
0004890, P-value: 9.20E-04), and extracellular ligand-gated ion channel activity (GO: 
0005230, P-value: 0.0032). For the cell potential core genes in the GBM component, 
DEGs were enriched in the synapse (GO: 0045202, P-value: 9.02E-04), and GABA-A 
receptor complex-dependent catabolic process (GO: 1902711, P-value: 7.26E-04). 
Besides, the results of the KEGG pathway analysis showed that DEGs were mainly 
involved in morphine (cfa05032, Padj value: 0.0059) and nicotine addictions (cfa05033, 
Padj value: 0.0039). 

Selected Hub genes and relative network construction 

Protein interactions among the 181 DEGs were predicted with STRING tools. A total 
of 181 nodes and 867 edges were included in the PPI network, as presented in Fig. 3A. 
The distribution of all genes was according to the yFiles Organic layout in Cytoscape 
software. Besides, the R square and correlation coefficient of the network was found to 
be 0.1903 and 0.33 respectively (Fig. 3B). Next, the top 10 hub genes were filtered and 
the network of related proteins was constructed via CytoHubba plugin (Fig. 3C; 3D). 
Besides, we annotated the participating pathway of 181 DEGs and the relative networks 
via the Cluego plugin (Fig. 3E). The network of 10 hub genes with their relative 
pathways is shown in Fig. 3F. All of these hub genes were found to be up-regulated in 



GBM. Also, 10 hub gens evaluated by MCC, MNC, DMNC, and EPC methods in the 
PPI network were identified (Table 3). MCC analysis revealed that seven genes 
[Benzimidazole protein 1 (BUB1), Centromere Protein E (CENPE), Centromere 
Protein F (CENPF), Cyclin B1 (CCNB1), Kinesin Family Member 11 (KIF11), Kinesin 
Family Member 20A (KIF20A), Kinesin Family Member 15 (KIF15)] were having the 
highest connectivity score (5.35366489273773E+19), followed by rest of the genes 
[Xklp2 (TPX2), non-SMC condensin I complex subunit G (NCAPG), non-SMC 
condensin I complex subunit H (NCAPH); score = 5.35366489272975E+19; Table 3]. 
Although the score of CENPF, CCNB1, and KIF11 is slightly higher than the score of 
KIF20A in MNC, DMNC and EPC demonstrated a higher score of KIF20A as 
compared with that of CENPF, CCNB1, and KIF11. Therefore, KIF20A plays a pivotal 
role in the underlying mechanism of GBM. 

Survival and ROC curve of selected core genes 

To investigate the prognostic values of the 10 potential hub genes, we used the GEPIA 
bioinformatics analysis platform. A total of 370 GBM were available for analysis of 
overall survival. High expression of these hub genes, except KIF20A, was not found to 
be significantly associated with the overall survival of GBM patients (Fig. 4). 
Overexpression of KIF20A was regarded as a prognostic factor of relapse-free survival 
of GBM patients (logrank p=0.033, HR=2, p(HR)=0.039, n=58; Fig. 5). However, these 
findings were not relevant for overall survival analysis. We also analyzed ROC curves 
to evaluate sample recognition efficiency in the top 10 hub genes. CENPF was found 
to be highest in terms of AUROC value (AUC: 0.9271). Furthermore, boxplot analysis 
revealed that expression levels in the top 10 hub genes in GBM tissues were up-
regulated as compared with normal tissues (Fig. 6). 

 

Discussion 

Glioblastomas (GBMs) are the most aggressive malignant primary tumors of the brain. 
Although common in adults [16], GBMs are also being detected in children [17]. 
Currently, lomustine and temozolomide following radiotherapy and concurrent 
temozolomide are the main therapeutic options available to the GBM patients. However, 
these treatments are still unable to effectively improve prognosis, especially in children 
[18]. Generally, children GBM patients only survive for 1-2.5 years [2, 19], with higher 
chances of relapse. Although the patterns of GBM in all patients are nearly identical, 
children have different clinical symptoms and post-therapy side-effects as compared 
with adults [2]. A study has already reported the genes involved and described the 
regulation of the pathological mechanisms of GBM [20].  

In the present study, the genomic analysis was used to discover prognostic factors for 
the targeted-therapy of GBM. First, we selected four protein expression arrays from 



GEO (GSE49810, GSE50161, GSE65624, and GSE90604), and TCGA databases. 
Besides, DEGs for each profile were detected separately. Subsequently, 
RobustRankAggreg package of R software was used to analyze the overlapping DEGs 
that met the criteria of |logFC| > 2 and Padj value < 0.05, commonly expressed in four 
arrays. The basis of ranking the core genes was as per the expression ratio of 
cancer/normal samples from highest to lowest, which were divided into up-regulation 
and down-regulation groups. Besides, 181 DEGs from GEO and TCGA databases were 
found to be intersecting and overlapping. This group included 78 upregulated and 103 
down-regulated genes.  

GO functions indicated that 181 DEGs participated in the process of cell adhesion, 
synapse, GABA-A receptor complex and its activity, extracellular ligand-gated ion 
channel activity, and gamma-aminobutyric acid signaling pathway. Besides, it was 
demonstrated that the DEGs were involved in the mechanisms of nicotine and morphine 
addictions via KEGG pathway analysis. These findings revealed that the pathological 
mechanisms associated with GBM involve multiple genes and relative biological 
processes. Furthermore, we created a PPI network of 181 overlapping DEGs via the 
STRING tool and the outcomes were 181 nodes, 867 edges, average node degree (9.63), 
and the P-value of enrichment (1.0e-16). CytoHubba and Cluego (Cytoscape plugins), 
not only identified up- and down-regulated DEGs and their interactive relationships but 
also revealed the pathways and biological processes in which the genes participate. 
Furthermore, four typical methods were applied to evaluate the comprehensive 
significance of 10 hub genes for GBMs: MCC, DMNC, EPC, and MNC. KIF20A, 
KIF11, KIF15, CENPE, CENPF, CCNB1, BUB1, NCAPG, NCAPH, and TPX2 were 
identified as hub genes. Among them, KIF20A, TPX2, KIF11, CENPE, and CCNB1 
are involved in the process of microtubule cytoskeleton organization. Meanwhile, 
BUB1, NCAPG, NCAPH, CCNB1, and CENPF are involved in nuclear chromosome 
segregation. Spindle organization is mainly regulated by KIF11, TPX2, CENPE, and 
CCNB1. KIF15 was the only hub gene that takes part in the retrograde vesicle-mediated 
transport mechanism (Golgi to endoplasmic reticulum). CENPF was involved in the 
organelle localization. CENPE and CCNB1 also participate in organelle localization. 
Finally, we also found that the expression protein levels of KIF20A has the highest 
value as compared with other hub genes via four different methods.  

Even though the role of KIF20A in the pathological mechanism of GBM is unknown, 
a previous study demonstrated that this protein is involved in the development and 
progression of human cancers [21]. Moreover, KIF20A is also regarded as an 
independent unfavorable prognostic factor, which can be a prospective therapeutic 
target for cervical cancer [21]. Besides that, multiple studies have also confirmed that 
KIF20A mediates the development of renal, liver, and pancreatic cancers [22-24]. 
Interestingly, Saito et al. discovered that KIF20A may be considered as a potential 
immunotherapeutic target of glioma [23]. Moreover, the process by which KIF20A 



regulates the division modes of neural progenitor cells is also known [5]. It may be 
hypothesized that KIF20A mediates the pathological mechanism of GBM. As per a 
meta-analysis by Li et al., enhanced KIF20A expression levels cause poor prognosis 
and affect the cell growth and survival processes [23, 26]. KIF20A mainly participates 
in cancer cell proliferation, apoptosis, and migration through the regulation of various 
signaling pathways, especially the process of the spindle organization [20, 27, 28]. 
Further, KIF20A can also interact with KIF11 [6]. Combined with the results of KIF11 
enriched in microtubule organization [29], it affirmed that the effect of KIF20A was 
associated microtubule cytoskeleton organization with modulate spindle organization, 
which was consistent with the outcomes that KIF20A exerted biological function in our 
study, called microtubule cytoskeleton organization.  

Finally, we also analyzed the survival rate and created boxplots of gene expression 
levels of 10 hub genes via the GEPIA tool. Although the expression levels of all 10 
genes in cancer tissues were significantly higher than the levels in the normal tissues, 
the survival curve analysis revealed that only KIF20A can be regarded as a predictor of 
GBM in terms of the survival rate in the 2 years follow-up period. As compared with 
GBM patients with lower KIF20A expression levels, GBM patients with higher 
KIF20A expression levels have a poor prognosis. Besides, AUC analysis was 
performed to evaluate the possibility of diagnosing GBM by these 10 hub genes. We 
further demonstrated that KIF20A is not only support tumor bioenergetics but also 
modulate the pathological progression of GBM. Therefore, KIF20A might be regarded 
as an unfavorable prognostic factor for GBM. 

 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, bioinformatics analyses were performed on the microarray datasets of 
GSE49810, GSE50161, GSE65624, GSE90604, and TCGA to explore the genetic 
mechanisms of GBM. The 181 overlapping DEGs from GEO and TCGA databases 
corresponding to GBM and normal samples were detected. KIF20A was found to play 
a critical role in the regulation of the microtubule cytoskeleton organization process, 
closely associated with GBM pathogenesis. KIF20A might play a role in targeted-
therapy for GBM and the precise prognosis in clinical settings. However, further studies 
are needed to confirm these findings. 
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Fig. 1. Hierarchial clustering dendrograms for GSE49810 (A), GSE50161 (B), GSE65626 (C), GSE90604 (D) 
and TCGA (E). Blue and pink represent normal and GBM tumor samples, respectively. 
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Fig. 2. A. Volcano plot of microarray. B. The expression level of core proteins of GBM in four expression arrays 
(most significance, top 20). C. Venn diagram of DEGs common to GEO and TCGA datasets. D. The top 20 protein 
expression levels of each samples in GSE49810 (a), GSE65625 (b), GSE50161 (c), GSE90604 (d); and the top 35 

of TCGA (e) respectively. 
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Fig. 3. A. The core proteins of GBM associated regulatory network. GBM: Glioblastoma. Red diamond represents 
up-regulated protein, Green diamond indicated down-regulated protein. Grey lines link target genes. B. The 

relationship between closeness centrality and degree of scatter plot of overlapped DEGs, R square=0.1903, and 
correlation = 0.33. C. Selected hub genes of GBM by MCC method in cytohubba package and its relative protein 
network. D. The hub genes of GBM. E. The participated pathway of 181 DEGs and relative networks performed 
by using Cluego plugin. F. The network of connecting ten hub genes with its relative pathway, and the colored 

ball refers to a pathway the gene node participated in. 
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Fig. 4. Survival curves of ten hub genes expressed in GBM. 
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PCR. CAD, coronary artery disease. Compared with the control group, *p-value < 0.05 

and **p-value < 0.01. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. The receiver operating characteristic curves of ten hub genes.  
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Figure 6  

Fig. 6. Expression of ten hub genes using boxplot. Compared with the normal group, *p < 0.05. 
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Hierarchial clustering dendrograms for GSE49810 (A), GSE50161 (B), GSE65626 (C), GSE90604 (D) and
TCGA (E). Blue and pink represent normal and GBM tumor samples, respectively.
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A. Volcano plot of microarray. B. The expression level of core proteins of GBM in four expression arrays
(most signi�cance, top 20). C. Venn diagram of DEGs common to GEO and TCGA datasets. D. The top 20
protein expression levels of each samples in GSE49810 (a), GSE65625 (b), GSE50161 (c), GSE90604 (d);
and the top 35 of TCGA (e) respectively.

Figure 3

A. The core proteins of GBM associated regulatory network. GBM: Glioblastoma. Red diamond represents
up-regulated protein, Green diamond indicated down-regulated protein. Grey lines link target genes. B. The
relationship between closeness centrality and degree of scatter plot of overlapped DEGs, R



square=0.1903, and correlation = 0.33. C. Selected hub genes of GBM by MCC method in cytohubba
package and its relative protein network. D. The hub genes of GBM. E. The participated pathway of 181
DEGs and relative networks performed by using Cluego plugin. F. The network of connecting ten hub
genes with its relative pathway, and the colored ball refers to a pathway the gene node participated in.

Figure 4

Survival curves of ten hub genes expressed in GBM.



Figure 5

The receiver operating characteristic curves of ten hub genes.



Figure 6

Expression of ten hub genes using boxplot. Compared with the normal group, *p < 0.05. The number of
total samples is 380, including 163 tumors and 207 normal tissues.


